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western PA. Postal workers Solidarity committee

NEITHER HEAT NOR HUMIDITY.....
September 5,201.6

The Staples d.emonstration on Sunday, August 28, atRobinson Township' was one for the

record.s books! To describe the conditions as hot and humid would be such an

understatement that it wouldn't even be in the ball park. It was simply brutal'

Nevertheless, the dedicated band of demonstrators were not deterred. They suffered

through the conditions to score another effective protest against Staples. \Atrho were these

heroes? There were clerks from nearby Green Tree Branch, a sprinkling of young

pittsburgh Metro members, other rank and file, a good showing by retirees, and even

some activists from the Beaver County Labor County. We did not score a massive

delegation due to the weather conditions, but a respectful number attended to make the

event a success. On a personal note, this 80 year old writer made it througtU but with

some discomfort. We are all ready for a break in the heat wave as we look forward, as this

is written, to the United Labor Day Parade, and the next demonstration at New

Kensington a week later.

What was missing was attendance by significant numbers of window clerks, whose work
is being usurped at Staples. Also, the PSE's, who gained so much in the CBA, were also no

where to be found. Other APWU eraft members were missirtg too. There was a lot of

discussion of these issues by the demonstrators as we struggled with the heat. The

consensus is that more rank and file should be joining the demonstrations, and a lack of

understanding why so many are staying away from them.

These demonstrations have been going on for nearly three years, and must continue until
all pending litigation is completed. Yet it is many ways unfair and counterproductive that
the same dedicated cadre has been involved since the start, and continues to carry the ball
for the Western PA Postal Worker Solidarity Committee, including Pittsburgh Metro, at
the demonstrations, while the mass of Local members continues to avoid them. There

appears to be a false sense of entitlement within the rank and file that excuses them from
participation and support of this important APWU initiative.

Now that Summer is over, and the demands of that season are diminishing, more time
should be freed up to allow joining the demonstrations. It is inexcusable that so much is at

stake yet a mere handful of activists continue to carry the ball for the rank and file while so

many sit idly by depending on the kindness of others to save their jobs. We invite and
urge that you joinlvith us at the dernonstrations scheduled on the reverse. Your job is at
stake. We have admonished many times over the years that later regrets count for
nothing. Don't be a spectator watching your job go down the tubes when a little action

ill be looking for you on the line! Be there!
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